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ABSTRACT   

A continuous wave (CW) 94-GHz millimeter wave (mmW) standoff biosensor has been developed for remote biometric 
sensing applications. The sensor measures the demodulated in-phase (I) and quadrature-phase (Q) components of the 
received reflected mmW signal from a subject. Both amplitude and phase of the reflected signal are obtained from down-
converted I and Q channels from the quadrature mixer. The mmW sensor can faithfully monitor human vital signs 
(heartbeat and respiration) at relatively long standoff distances. Principle Component Analysis (PCA) is used to extract 
the heartbeat, the respiration and the body motion signals. The approach allows one to deduce information about 
amplitude and beat-to-beat rate of the respiration and the heartbeat. Experimental results collected from a subject were 
analyzed and compared to the signal obtained with a three-electrode ECG monitoring instrument. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  
Remote diagnostics of biometric signatures of living humans are critical for both civil and homeland security 
applications [1-2]. Compared to conventional methods that employ electrical or mechanical sensors, e.g., ECG, which 
requires direct attachment of electrodes to the subject [3-4], standoff measurement techniques do not require contact with 
the subject. This criterion is of utmost importance in cases like severe burns or for monitoring of patients after a disaster. 
Recently, there has been a dramatic growth of interest in remote sensing of physiological signals like respiration and 
heartbeat using microwave and millimeter waves at different frequencies such as 2.4 GHz [5], 10 GHz [6], and 60 GHz 
[7]. The main criteria for the choice of frequency are the spatial resolution, the measurement range and the effect of 
ambient conditions. In addition to difference among the hardware implementation methods, different signal processing 
methods have also been used to extract the respiration and heartbeat signatures from the complicated reflected signals, 
e.g., spectrogram based on time segment Fourier Transform (FT), wavelet transform and parameter fitting used by the 
authors [1]. Here, we show the results of our investigations using a 94-GHz mmW I-Q sensor for remote monitoring of 
biometric signals. We show that heartbeat, respiration and body motion signals can be faithfully extracted using the 
powerful Principal Component Analysis (PCA) method. This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the 
architecture of our 94-GHz mmW biosensor. Section 3 presents the theoretical background of the PCA method. Section 
4 shows the experimental results and PCA extraction. Finally, some concluding remarks are presented in Section 5. 

2. 94-GHZ MMW STANDOFF I-Q BIOSENSOR 
2.1 Sensor architecture 

Our 94-GHz mmW sensor is based on the I-Q demodulation technique, which extracts both amplitude and phase 
information from I and Q channels simultaneously. The measurement setup and block diagram of the sensor is shown in 
Fig. 1. The 94-GHz signal is generated by a Gunn Oscillator, which is then passed through a circulator to a Gaussian 
lens antenna, which focuses the beam at a region of interest on a subject located at the far field. The reflected signal from 
the target is collected by the same Gaussian lens antenna and circulated to the RF port of an I-Q demodulator. A fraction 
of the Gunn oscillator output is directed to the Local Oscillator (LO) port of the demodulator. 
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Figure 1. Measurement scheme and block diagram of the 94-GHz mmW sensor (see text for explanation). 

A tracking camera is used to accurately focus the mmW beam spot on the desired area of the target. A program running 
on a personal computer provides a user friendly interface for collecting I and Q signals via the Data Acquisition (DAQ) 
board. 

2.2 Fundamental principle 

The underlying principle of the mmW I-Q sensor is similar to Doppler radar, where motion of subject causes frequency 
shift ( )tfδ  from the carrier frequency f , 

 ( ) ( ) f
c
tvtf =δ  (1) 

where v  is the subject velocity and c is the speed of light. The shift of the frequency can be readily obtained through the 
detection of the phase ( )trφ  of the reflected signal )(tr for a time-dependent displacement ( )td , 

 ( )[ ] ( )⎥⎦
⎤

⎢⎣
⎡ −=−= tdfttfttr r λ

ππφπ 42cos2cos)(   

 ( ) ( )
dt

tdtf rφδ =  (2) 

where λ  is the carrier wavelength while taking into account the fact that the wave travels twice along the path of the 
subject’s displacement, i.e., forward and backward paths in Eq. (2). In our I-Q sensor, the frequency shift ( )tfδ  and 
phase shift ( )trφ  are obtained through I-channel data )(tI  and Q-channel data )(tQ from the following relations, 

 ( ) ( )⎥⎦
⎤

⎢⎣
⎡= tdtAtI r λ
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Using Eqs. (1) through (3), we obtain the displacement ( )td  and velocity ( )tv  of the subject given by 
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2.3 I-Q chart 

One can obtain the relation between I channel )(tI  and Q channel )(tQ  as follows, 

 [ ]
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[ ]
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1)()(
2

2

2

2
=+

tA
tQ

tA
tI  (5) 

which means that for an ideal I-Q sensor, the I-Q chart traces circle segments with amplitude ( )tA  as their radius. 
However, in the real situation, there is always some deviation from the ideal circle due to unavoidable amplitude AΔ  
and phase φΔ  imbalances of the I-Q sensor, 

 ( ) ( )⎥⎦
⎤

⎢⎣
⎡= tdtAtI
λ
π2cos)(~   

 ( )[ ] ( ) ⎥⎦
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from which the I-Q chart becomes an ellipse if 0=Δφ . Since both amplitude AΔ  and phase φΔ  imbalances are constant 
values, one can calibrate their values to obtain the corrected )(tI  and )(tQ . In addition to the mixer imbalance problem, 
the reflected signal also contains background or stray fields that introduces offsets to both the I and the Q channels, 
resulting in 

 ( ) ( ) ItdtAtI Δ+⎥⎦
⎤

⎢⎣
⎡=
λ
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 ( )[ ] ( ) QtdAtAtQ Δ+⎥⎦
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As an example, Fig. 2 shows the I-Q chart for 10% amplitude imbalance (unit amplitude here), 10° phase imbalance, at 
offsets of 5.0=ΔI and 1=ΔQ . Also shown is an ideal I-Q chart without any imbalance and offset (i.e., a circle). 
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Figure 2. An example of a realistic I-Q chart together with an ideal I-Q chart. 

3. PRINCIPAL COMPONENT ANALYSIS (PCA) 
The extraction of respiration and heartbeat signal from the reflected signal is nontrivial considering the imbalances and 
offsets given by Eq. (7). What makes things more complicated is the inevitable body movement, which further corrupts 
the respiration and heartbeat signals contained in the reflected phase ( )tφ . Since the body movement is time-dependent, 
the global method such as spectrogram based on Fourier Transform (FT) may not allow accurate extraction of the 
respiration and heartbeat signals. For such situations, Principle Component Analysis (PCA) can be used to 
simultaneously extract the respiration, heartbeat and body motion signals [8]. To explain the method, let’s expand the 
time-dependent phase  ( )tφ  as the sum of the heartbeat signal ( )th , the respiration signal ( )tr  and the background signal 
( )tb (e.g., body motion and baseline etc.), 

  ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )tbtrtht ++=φ    (8) 

PCA exploits the orthogonal basis of the covariance matrix C  of the Doppler phase signal )(tϕ , 

 ( ) ( )ttC
T
ϕϕ=       (9) 

The eigen-vectors matrix V  of the covariance matrix C forms an orthogonal basis function, which can be readily 

computed by decomposing C  in terms of eigen-values E  and eigen-vectors V , 
 VEC =       (10) 

Different eigen-vectors represent different time scales and by selection of combinations of different eigen-vectors, e.g., 

eigen-vectors from ( )1:, IV  to ( )2:, IV , one can obtain the different biometrics patterns such as the heartbeat ( )tH , the 
respiration ( )tR , and the body motion ( )tB as, 
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4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
To evaluate the performance of the I-Q mmW sensor, we have taken two independent data sets for a human subject 
sitting 2 m away from the sensor with the person 1) holding his breath; and 2) breathing normally. In both experiments, 
ECG signals were also recorded simultaneously for verification purposes.  

4.1 Experimental Data 

Figure 3 shows the I-Q chart (right), the ECG signal (top left), the measured phase ( )tφ  (middle left) and the amplitude 
( )tA  (bottom left) of the reflected signal for experiment #1, a subject holding his breath. Also, Figure 4 shows the results 

for experiment #2, subject breathing normally. In both cases, one can clearly see that the phase and amplitude 
components of the heartbeat ( )th  have a much shorter time scale (dips with ~1 second period) compared to those of the 
respiration ( )tr  (cosine trend with ~7 second period) and body motion ( )tb  (slowly varying and non-periodic). 

 
Figure 3. Experiment #1: human subject holding his breath. Shown above are (left) from top to bottom ECG, 
phase and amplitude of the reflected mmW signals respectively and (right) I-Q chart. 
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Figure 4. Experiment #2: human subject breathing normally. Shown above are (left) from top to bottom ECG, 
phase and amplitude of the reflected mmW signal respectively, and (right) I-Q chart. 

4.2 PCA 

Heartbeat ( )th , respiration ( )tr  and body motion ( )tb can be extracted from the data collected in both experiments shown 
in Figs. 3 and 4, in accordance with the formulation provided in Section 3. Figure 5 shows the PCA extraction results for 
Experiment #1 when the human subject is holding breath: the extracted heartbeat ( )th agrees well with the ECG signal 
(center plot in Figure 5) with its Fourier transform showing a mean HR of 1.14 Hz. Similarly, Fig. 6 shows the PCA 
extraction results for Experiment #2 when the human subject is allowed to breathe normally. Again, the extracted 
heartbeat ( )th agrees well with the ECG signal (center plot in Figure 6) with its Fourier transform showing a mean HR of 
0.9 Hz. 
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Figure 5. PCA signal analysis for Experiment #1 showing (left) the total phase signal ( )tφ , the extracted 

heartbeat ( )th , and the body motion ( )tb . (middle) agreement between the extracted heartbeat ( )th  and the ECG 

signal, and (right) Fourier transform of the extracted heartbeat ( )th in left and center plots with a mean HR = 1.14 
Hz. 

 

 
Figure 6. PCA signal analysis for Experiment #2 showing (left) the total phase signal ( )tφ , the extracted 

heartbeat ( )th , the respiration ( )tr  and the body motion ( )tb . (middle) agreement between the extracted heartbeat 

( )th  and the ECG signal, and (right) Fourier transform of the extracted heartbeat ( )th in left and middle plots 
with a mean HR = 0.9 Hz. 
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5. CONCLUSION 
We have developed a 94-GHz mmW standoff biosensor in application to remote measurement of vital signs. The 

biosensor operates based on the Doppler principle using a quadrature mixer to demodulate the reflected mmW signal. A 
powerful signal processing method based on PCA has been used to extract heartbeat, respiration and body motion from 
the measured signals. Two experiment datasets were collected using the biosensor and analyzed using the PCA. The 
experiments were conducted with the human subject once holding his breath and once breathing normally. The PCA 
extraction results have shown excellent agreement with the ECG signal that was recorded simultaneously. The results 
clearly demonstrate the ability of the method to faithfully reveal the vital signs signals such as the beat-to-beat HR, the 
mean HR, and the respiration rate.  
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